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00:13 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160002
Officer initiated activity at Hess Av/Phoenix Lake Rd, Sonora.Traffic Stop..
Summary:   Vehicle stopped for failing to signal and unsafe lane change.  Warning given. . Disposition: 
Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

00:17 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1510160003
Officer initiated activity at Salvation Army  Drop Off, Mono Wy, Sonora.Summary: females were in the 
salvation army dump area rumaging through donations. Both were warned and advised to stay out of the area 
when it was closed. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

00:19 PATROL CHECK                                           1510160004
Occurred on Preston Ln, Jamestown. RP states that she tried to call her daughter . RP sates that  picked up the 
phone and stated that she could not talk because the people were there and then she hung up the phone. RP 
states that she tried calling back with no answer. RP also states taht her boyfriend is known to do drugs and 
thinks that her daughter may be in danger. 
summary: The RP's daughter was not at the residence; she left with her boyfriend. . Disposition: Gone On 
Arrival.

00:31 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1510160006
Officer initiated activity at Rocca Park, Main St/Smoke St, Jamestown.Out w/ 2 females..
Summary:   Spoke to two females at Rocca Park.  One was arrested for a warrant. . Disposition: Arrest Made.

01:08 FOOT PATROL                                            1510160008
Officer initiated activity at Whistlestop, Hwy 108, Jamestown.Out on Foot.. 
summary: We thought we saw a female subject who has an active warrant.  It was not the suspected person. . 
Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

01:50 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160010
Officer initiated activity at Nelson Rd/Chicken Ranch Rd, Jamestown.Traffic Stop ona John Deer..
Summary:  Subject drove from his house to the casino down the street.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning 
Given (Used for 11-95s).

02:03 ASSIST CHP                                             1510160012
Occurred at Merrell Rd/Bairds Rd, Groveland. Veh accident heard only. Transferred to CHP ..//0216 HRS CHP 
requesting a unit check the area, as they are tied up on a call. 
Summary:  I assisted CHP with a report of a vehicle accident on Merrell Rd.  I arrived and the vehicle was off 
the roadway.  Nobody was inside the vehicle. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

02:03 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160013
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd/Tuolumne Rd N, Tuolumne.Traffic Stop..
Summary:   Vehicle stopped for no license plate light.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 
11-95s).

02:03 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1510160014
Occurred on Willow St, Jamestown. Rp reports that she has wires tangled up and needs help..Caller transferred 
to Cal Fire
Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

02:07 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160015
Officer initiated activity at Chicken Ranch Rd/Table Mtn Rd, Jamestown.Traffic Stop.. 
Summary:  Dodge truck had no front license plate.  Driver said the license plate came off while four-wheeling.  
Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

02:28 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160017
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd/Junction Shopping Center, Sonora.Traffic Stop..
Summary:   I made a traffic stop for a vehicle rolling a stop sign.  Warning Given. . Disposition: Warning Given 
(Used for 11-95s).
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02:35 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE CHECK                               1510160018
Officer initiated activity at Save Mart, Mono Wy, Sonora City.Out w/ vehicle on follow up..
Summary:. . Disposition: Log Note.

02:45 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160019
Officer initiated activity at Am/Pm, Mono Wy, Sonora.Traffic Stop..
Summary:  Vehicle stopped for broken headlight and unsafe lane change.  Warning given. . Disposition: 
Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

03:17 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160022
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/VICTORIA Pl, Jamestown.Traffic Stop..
Summary:  Car had front end damage, and the headlights were pointing into the opposite lane.  Driver said she 
hit a deer a couple days ago.  She said she would get it fixed.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given 
(Used for 11-95s).

05:55 911 HANG UP                                            1510160023
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. 911HU from cell phone with a small child heard on the 
phone. On call back spoke to  who stated her 2 yoa child had been playing with the phone. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

06:40 NOISE COMPLAINT                                        1510160024
Occurred at North Fork Rd/Long Barn Rd, Long Barn. Logging starts at 0500hrs 
Summary: Deputy contacted the R/P by telephone. R/P believed there is a logging operation or road 
construction going on in the listed area, which was making it difficult to sleep. R/P was advised there is 
currently not a noise ordinance in place that would prohibit construction or logging operations to operate 
within a certain time frame. Nothing further requested. . Disposition: Log Note.

06:53 VERBAL DISPUTE                                         1510160025
Occurred on Hwy 120, Groveland. Xrefer 1510160028
 is outside the residence screaming profanities.  Associated veh/ turquoise Honda possibly has a gun inside. 
Summary: Spoke to the RP who stated  constantly harasses the RP. The RP is going to court today for the 
hearing or the restraining order she filed against her. The RP was informed of the actions we can take when the 
restraining order is implemented. RP wanted documentation only. . Disposition: Log Note.

07:11 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1510160026
Occurred at Woods Creek Mhp on Hwy 108. , Jamestown. Lift assist. 
Transferred to cal fire. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

07:52 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1510160028
Occurred at The Claim Jumper Outpost on Hwy 120. , Big Oak Flat. Xrefer 1510160025
about 5 min ago  caused a fight at the claim jumper using a  baseball bat and a lit flare last seen in a grn honda 
accord, lic sim to: 3xkp865 driving toward Groveland and making trips back and forth in front of the business.    
  rp wants resp trespassed. 
Summary: Patrolled the area and was UTL of the vehicle. A customer at the store stated the resp. vehicle was 
around the corner. Both units located the described vehicle but it was not the resp. We were unable to locate 
the vehicle. Or resp. I attempted to contact the resp. via telephone but there was no answer and a message was 
left. . Disposition: Log Note.

08:19 REGISTER NARCOTIC OR SEX OFFENDER                      1510160029
Officer initiated activity at Sixth Av, Jamestown.SUMMARY:  I confirmed that the subject still lives at the 
residence. . Disposition: Registrant Check.

08:19 THEFT - ALL                                            1510160030
Occurred on Evergreen Dr, Tuolumne. 1021.  rp's gas siphoned last night from both vehicles.  / has been 
occurring weekly for about 4mos. . Disposition: Log Note.
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09:25 ADVICE                                                 1510160033
Occurred on Tuolumne Rd N, Tuolumne. Rp's mother  is having issues w/antique dealer continually returning 
to her residence after being told to not come back.   allowed  to view items in the house,, she noted when he 
was leaving that there were items in his vehicle that she hadn't approved.   believed  returned the items, but rp 
noted items are missing from her mother's house which mother was unaware are missing.  rp states that  
"preys" on the elderly and takes advantage of her mother's age etc. 
Summary: Deputy spoke with R/P who stated her mother gave permission for an antique dealer to come to her 
house and she sold some items to him. R/P believed the subject knowingly purchased antique items from her 
mother much cheaper than the items were worth, due to her age and financial issues. R/P wanted advice on 
how to keep the person from contacting her mother. Deputy explained the restraining order process and 
advised her of some other options. Nothing further requested. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:41 REGISTER NARCOTIC OR SEX OFFENDER                      1510160034
Officer initiated activity at Kewin Mill Rd, Sonora.SUMMARY:  No one home. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

09:48 REGISTER NARCOTIC OR SEX OFFENDER                      1510160035
Officer initiated activity at W Brookside Dr, Sonora.SUMMARY:  No one home. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

09:48 ADVICE                                                 1510160036
Occurred at Cascade Mobile Home Park on Wards Ferry Rd. , Sonora. RP IN THE LOBBY 
rp wants advice on keeping certain elements out of the park.  rp wants to discus restraining order, trespass 
order, or other device that may prohibit subjs from entering the park.  // rp ok w/info received regarding 
process.  nfa requested. . Disposition: Log Note.

10:35 BOL                                                    1510160038
Occurred at Kohls on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Taken from the Kohls parking lot between 0930-1030hrs. Large dog 
in the vehicle.   // 1052hrs, chp located veh IFO CVS .. rp will be walking over and 98 w/chp. . Disposition: 
Referred To Other Agency.

10:41 REGISTER NARCOTIC OR SEX OFFENDER                      1510160039
Officer initiated activity at Longeway Rd, Sonora.SUMMARY:  No one home. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

10:50 JUVENILE PROBLEM                                       1510160040
Occurred at Tenaya Elementary School on Hwy 120. , Groveland. Out of control student. //1114 hrs rp called 
and said they have video of the student and provided parental information  
Summary: Spoke to the Principal who stated a student, was “out of control” due to him missing recess. The juv 
was hitting the walls and attempting to leave the campus. The student has ADHD has is on a behavior plan. 
The student has had a history of acting out but today’s incident was the worst. The Principle was concern for 
the safety of the students and staff and sent the student home with his parents. I made contact with the mom,  
at their residence. She stated he son just started new medication and it is not working. She admitted her son 
has a problem and is seeking help. I spoke with the juv. who was calm down. I counseled him about his 
behavior and he agreed to behave. 
Summar. . Disposition: Log Note.

10:57 PROB ALL OTHER                                         1510160041
Occurred on Merrell Rd, Groveland. . Disposition: Probation closing codes.

11:20 REGISTER NARCOTIC OR SEX OFFENDER                      1510160042
Officer initiated activity at Chukar Cir, Sonora.SUMMARY:  I confirmed that the subject still lives at the 
residence. . Disposition: Registrant Check.

11:21 PATROL CHECK                                           1510160043
Officer initiated activity at Gold Rush Charter School, Village Dr, Sonora.Summary: Patrol check of school. . 
Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.
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11:22 BURGLARY                                               1510160044
Occurred on Mueller Dr, Groveland. Rp reports a lock was broken off the access to under the house, no items 
missing. 
Summary: RP reported the latch to the access door underneath his house was broken. Nothing was taken or 
damaged. RP wanted documentation only. . Disposition: Log Note.

11:28 PROB ALL OTHER                                         1510160045
Occurred on Vernal Dr, Groveland. . Disposition: Probation closing codes.

11:31 REGISTER NARCOTIC OR SEX OFFENDER                      1510160046
Officer initiated activity at Beckwith Rd, Sonora.SUMMARY:  No one home. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

11:46 Harassments                                            1510160047
Occurred on Sierra Dr, Twain Harte. 10-21 Rp reporting harassment from a neighbor. 
Summary: Deputy spoke with R/P who has had multiple issues with her neighbor over her dogs. Deputy 
determined no crime had been committed and R/P was advised of some options and resources including a 
restraining order and Animal Control services. Information provided, nothing further requested. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

11:48 ADVICE                                                 1510160048
Occurred on Ponderosa Dr, Twain Harte. Rp is a restrained party, restrained from rp's mother  however  is 
repeatedly driving past rp's house and has been continuously for the past month. 
Summary: Deputy spoke with R/P who confirmed his ex-wife has a restraining order against him. R/P believed 
he saw his ex drive by his residence. R/P was advised this was not a violation and she could not violate her 
own restraining order. He was advised of his options including filing for a restraining order against his ex if the 
problem persisted. Nothing further requested. . Disposition: Log Note.

11:59 FOLLOW UP                                              1510160049
Occurred on Old Strawberry Rd, Strawberry. Subject appproached RP, stated he was retired L/E, and that RP's 
employee was selling H&S. 
SUMMARY
Spoke with RP who told me on 10/14/15 he was approached by an older WMA  who identified himself as 
retired L/E and showed him a retired officer badge. The subject was very upset and accused one of RP’s 
employees  of selling drugs to his niece. RP discredited the comment immediately as he knows his worker, 
there are no signs of this type of activity, and the employee has been drug tested as related to his employment. 
 who admitted his wife  does use illegal drugs and also takes a lot of prescription drugs. I told him this had 
been looked into by TCSO and we did not feel his wife’s accusations were credible. He agreed that could be 
true and said he was satisfied that TCSO had looked into the matter and said he would not pursue the matter 
any further or attempt to contact the Del Oro Water Co. employee. He did mention that his wife also suffers 
from severe seizures and was currently hospitalized as a result.
I later shared this information with RP and gave him this incident number for his internal report.]. . Disposition: 
Gone On Arrival.

12:00 BURGLARY                                               1510160050
Occurred on Feather River Dr, Sonora. Rp suspects 459 by neighbor  rp has ladder at rear of house and it 
provides access to a bathroom window rp found the house unsecured upon arrival from work. rp cell phone for 
contact  

Summary: Rp was arrested for attempted kidnapping. See report. . Disposition: Arrest Made.
12:06 VANDALISM                                              1510160051

Occurred at Curtis Creek School on Standard Rd. , Sonora. Student   was upset damaged and kicked a radio 
worth $300.00 dollars school policy states to report anything over $100.00  rp can be contacted at  
Summary: Vandalism report taken and will be forwarded to the probation department. See case #15-3446. . 
Disposition: Report Taken.
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12:07 PROB ALL OTHER                                         1510160052
Occurred on Jimmie Bell St, Groveland. . Disposition: Probation closing codes.

12:08 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1510160053
Occurred on Preston Ln, Jamestown. Eviction posting. //  SUMMARY:  Eviction posted without incident. . 
Disposition: Civil Problem.

12:15 SEXUAL ASSAULT                                         1510160054
Occurred on Feather River Dr, Sonora. Victim  @ VW office  for contact -  

Summary: See report. . Disposition: Report Taken.
12:18 PROB ALL OTHER                                         1510160055

Occurred on Junipero Serra Ct, Groveland. . Disposition: Probation closing codes.
12:31 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1510160056

Occurred on Madrone St, Tuolumne. X the street  vacant res .. wma, @25yoa in whi hyndai lic/7dvz305 .. just 
sitting and smoking cigs for the past 3hrs.  rp finds him susc 
Summary: Deputy contacted subject who was a licensed Private Investigator. Deputy contacted the company 
the subject worked for and confirmed he was conducting lawful business in the area. Patrol check. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

12:31 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE, NOT OFFICER INITIATED              1510160057
Occurred at Madrone St/Fir Av, Tuolumne. White Honda in the area and doesn't belong with a male subject. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

12:40 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1510160058
Occurred on Corte Del Montana, Sonora.  audible alarm at entry exit for triple zero zone , keyholder pending 
//1256 hrs subject called 911 from this residence her name stating she is  and everything is fine. 
Summary: Home owner was home. False alarm. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

12:47 ABUSE                                                  1510160059
Occurred on Clouds Rest, Soulsbyville. 10-21 The rp at  
1426 hrs, ATC by 10-21 on both phone #'s listed. No answer, left message -D3 
1503 hrs, ATC by 10-21. No answer (2nd attempt) - D3 
1557 hrs, ATC by 10-21. No answer (3rd attempt) - D3 
Summary: See report for details. . Disposition: Report Taken.

13:10 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1510160061
Occurred at Sonora CSU on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Subj originally had devices at his house but has since 
delivered items to Sonora CSU. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:12 VANDALISM                                              1510160062
Occurred on Tuolumne Rd N, Tuolumne. Rpts 594 to his mailbox.  Ongoing issue.  Rp has suspect info.   
Summary: Deputy spoke with R/P who said his mailbox was broken sometime over the past few days. He does 
not have suspect information but believed his neighbor may be involved due to a long history of civil disputes 
between them. R/P requested documentation only about his mail box and was advised to contact his landlord 
and the neighbors landlord regarding the disputes. R/P was also advised of the restraining order process. 
Nothing further requested. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:18 PROB ALL OTHER                                         1510160063
Occurred at Twin Pines Apartments on Elder Ln. , Groveland. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

13:45 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1510160065
Officer initiated activity at Soulsby Mine Rd, Soulsbyville.TRO with kick out. 
SUMMARY
Not a good address for the subject. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.
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13:52 VERBAL DISPUTE                                         1510160066
Occurred at Roll In Mobile Home Park on S Airport Rd. , Columbia. Rp is in a 415V with her boyfriend, 
Jonathan Harkrader.  Rp says that he is yelling and screaming at everyone.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.029121  Lon:-120.42045
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:56 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1510160067
Occurred on Hwy 120, Groveland. Rp's neighbor reports problem individuals of late approximately 10 people all 
in their early 20's w/tats possibly casing the residence and vehicles have been parked on his property in his 
absence, unk lic early 90's light grey jeep cherokee 4 dr, a teal 4 dr sedan, and a lowered wht toyota p/u with a 
lrg fox logo on rear window SUMMARY: Copy placed into the SIB for extra patrol. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:58 TRESPASS                                               1510160068
Occurred on Covington Rd, Columbia. Rp received a call from ex-boyfriend:  who told rp he is at the house, 
that he is there with the cops, and he's getting his stuff.  rp states he is trespassing on the property and 
should not be inside.  assoc veh: blk acura integra 2dr. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:09 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1510160070
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd N, Tuolumne.TRO Service. 
SUMMARY
TRO served without incident. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

14:27 REGISTER NARCOTIC OR SEX OFFENDER                      1510160071
Occurred on Red Hills Rd, Chinese Camp. ISSUED FOR 11590 REGISTRATION. . Disposition: Health and 
Safety Registrants (used for warrants clerk).

14:28 911 HANG UP                                            1510160072
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. 911 pocket dial with male voices in conversation .. 
maps to Sonora High.  On call back, vm not set up.  
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:35 THEFT - ALL                                            1510160074
Occurred at Birchwood Cabinets on Cuesta Ct. , Sonora. Rp is attorney for company upon auditing of the 
financial documents it was discovered that several unauthorized checks have been written and cashed by 
employee   employee will be terminated on 10/19/2015. Rp called back and states that resp's husband  is also 
employed by the company and will be terminated on 10/19 as well since they suspect he was aware of the 
thefts.] 
Summary:  ATC @ 2005 hrs at both phone numbers listed.  Messages left for re contact when available.  // 
10/18/15 1653hrs rp is avail for contact via 10-21. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:37 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1510160075
Officer initiated activity at Estralita Dr, Sonora.TRO Service .
SUMMARY
TRO served without incident. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

14:54 911 MISDIAL                                            1510160076
Occurred on El Puma Cir, Sonora. Misdialed no assistance needed. Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Log 
Note.

14:55 CITIZEN FLAG DOWN                                      1510160077
Occurred at S Washington St/Hwy 108, Sonora City. Summary: RP was standing by for a SPD unit for a civil 
issue. NFA. . Disposition: Log Note.
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15:03 BURGLARY                                               1510160078
Occurred on South Lakeshore Trail. RP AVAILABLE VIA 1021
rp's residence 459'd on July 4th.   # 1503 left a mesage 1821 hrs. ;

summary: RP was only concerned with the urine in the bathtub.  She did not want to file a report or press 
charges; she just wanted to know if they were the ones who urinated in the bathtub.  RP gave me the phone 
number for her friend, and he said the children who were there, 3 and 6 years of age, were unattended in the 
bathroom, and he believes he saw the urine in the tub right before he left the residence.  He did not know 
anything about the ear rings being taken.  I let the RP know that it sounds like the children were the ones who 
did it. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:09 EVENTS ISSUED FOR COUNTY ROAD CALLS                    1510160079
Occurred at Lime Kiln Rd/Campo Seco Rd, Sonora. Large amount of transmission fluid in the roadway .  // 
county roads dept advised.   // 1520hrs, chp called and to cancel county roads response. . Disposition: County 
Roads (Dispatched by TCSO).

15:30 FRAUD                                                  1510160080
Occurred on Caylor Dr, Soulsbyville. Rp states business credit card information was stolen recently, rp has 
only used the card in oakdale and modesto for a total of 3 transactions. numerous charges in and out of the 
country rp has notified the card company and wants the information documented. 
Summary: Rp had her credit card information stolen and used numerous times online. Rp was advised by her 
bank about the fraudulent charges. Rp stated she had disputed the charges with her bank and has since 
canceled the card. Rp wanted documentation only. NFA. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:35 FRAUD                                                  1510160081
Occurred on Draper Mine Rd, Sonora.  rp states her mother  has received calls asking for money to bail her 
grandson out of jail  rp's mother has already given $2,000.  Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Summary:ATC 1731 hours, no answer and message left. ATC home number and received a busy signal. 
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Report Taken.

15:40 911 HANG UP                                            1510160082
Occurred on Highlander Ct, Twain Harte. 911 hangup from .  on call back spoke to resident  who said she put in 
an account # instead of a phone # and got 911 instead.  C4, no emergency. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:51 BURGLARY                                               1510160083
Occurred on Parkridge Av, Sonora. Rpts 459 to her garage.  Veh's were gone through and the garage door 
opener was taken along with some other misc items.    
Summary: Burglary of a residence, see report for details. . Disposition: 459 residence.

16:01 BURGLARY                                               1510160085
Occurred on Butler Wy, Groveland. Rp states gate access pass, gate clicker and PML id card for rp's wife  
missing from residence, poss subj gave the name  to gain access using the rp's items.  rp received a letter from 
PML Security stating that  had tried to access the resort with the access pass and the gate clicker and was 
denied entry. 
Summary: RP receive a letter from PML stating that someone used their PML gate clicker. The looked inside of 
his wife vehicle and noticed the fence clicker was missing from the visor but nothing else was taken. The RP 
leaves the vehicle unlocked and has not used the vehicle with in the past three weeks.  The RP contacted PML 
security who informed him that a male by the name of  attempted to use the RP’s fence clicker. PML has since 
discontinued the stolen clicker. The RP wanted documentation only. . Disposition: Log Note.
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16:11 911 MISDIAL                                            1510160086
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. Sounds like a pocket dial maps in the area of gold and 
s. washington.  Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.98082  Lon:-120.38168
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:35 MISC INFORMATION                                       1510160090
Occurred on Peaceful Oak Rd, Sonora. Rp reports subj we have been looking for  is riding a motorcycle back 
and forth in front of his residence and wants the sheriff to come out and pick up this person no further details 
given. Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.983824  Lon:-120.31769
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:29 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1510160092
Occurred at Sonora Pass on Hwy 108/COUNTY Line. , Dardanelle. Big rig partially 11-25 in tipping postion 
near the top of the pass // rp transferred to chp. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

17:44 911 HANG UP                                            1510160094
Occurred on Twist Rd, Jamestown. 911 call with open line. ///on call back no answer and no answering 
machine.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.881299  Lon:-120.45109
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:46 911 MISDIAL                                            1510160095
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. Sounds like pocket dial, maps to the junction shopping 
center.  Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:24 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1510160097
Occurred at Hwy 120/MEMORIAL Dr, Big Oak Flat. Transfer from chp .. wma, lsw/no shirt, whi cowboy hat, 
bro pants.. walking w/b in the w/b lane waving a knife. SUMMARY: Contacted the RP who saw the person 
walking S/B Hwy 120. She went to town and drove back and the subject was gone. SHe described him as a 
WMA with facial air and as listed above. He was digging in the dirt with the knife when she originally saw him.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.83155  Lon:-120.24585
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:38 MISSING PERSON JUVENILE                                1510160099
Occurred on Hillside Dr, Sonora. // 2yoa  missing for @45mins.  rp states his neighbors have been outside 
yelling for the child for about that long.  rp doesn't know their names, but is very concerned for the child .   
//1841 hrs, 2nd rp  says that his younger sister,
 2 yoa, ls wearing pink pants and purple jacket  missing for about an hour,
blond hair , talks a little bit. 
//3rd rp,  says that the juv fell asleep in a laundry basket and is code 4. 
Summary:  I responded to a report of a missing two year old.  The juvenile was located before by arrival.  I 
checked on the juvenile and she was ok. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:47 MISC INFORMATION                                       1510160100
Occurred on Four Wheel Drive, Columbia. RP states that she saw Justin Nelson l/s wearing a White sleeveless 
shirt black backpack walking around her neighborhood. RP sates that she just saw him three houses up. 
Subject is 10-36 out of San Diego //. . Disposition: Log Note.
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18:59 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1510160101
Occurred on N Sunshine Rd, Sonora. ***10-21***RP states that her son has been renting a studio. RP states 
that the land lord wants them out and has cut the power and phone lines. RP wants advise on what to do. 

Summary: RP said her son's landlord, , has not served an eviction notice, but  physically cut the power lines 
and phone lines going to the apartment as well as turned off the water and screwed the door shut.  I attempted 
to call RP's son, , and I left a message for him to call me back.  I also attempted to call  and left a message for 
him to call me.  RP said  was collecting rent from  but not telling her and that led to this problem.  I am currently 
waiting for contact from the involved parties. /// I spoke with , and he said no lines were cut or destroyed, and  
was not denied access to any of his property.   acknowledged this is a civil issue, and he said, "They can sue 
me."  I told  that provided no property was damaged or denied access to, this matter does appear to be civil.  I 
am still waiting for contact from . . Disposition: Log Note.

19:14 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1510160102
Occurred on Vista Dr, Jamestown. 83 yoa female, requesting lift assist ..Caller transferred to Cal Fire. . 
Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

19:43 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1510160104
Occurred on .unknown Groveland. RP states that there is a red Honda car following him. RP states that the 
Honda has "guys" in it and they are going to try and jump him. RP states that it has been going on for about a 
month or so. When asked where in Groveland RP disconnected the phone. RP did mention a market but gave 
no name or description.  Attempted to call the RP back and the phone is no longer in service. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

20:07 PATROL CHECK                                           1510160105
Occurred at Kohls on Mono Wy. , Sonora. RP states that there are 4-6 teenage boys hanging out in front 
Kohl's, in a truck. The truck is described as 4X4 with a car parked next to it. RP can not describe the juvenile, 
but she thinks they are up to no good. RP would like the area checked. 
summary: subjects gone on arrival. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

20:11 911 HANG UP                                            1510160106
Occurred on Gibbs Rd, Sonora. 911 hangup from a 911 only cell phone.//2015 hrs 2nd 911 call.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:52 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160108
Officer initiated activity at Mono Wy/Serrano Rd, Sonora.Traffic Stop..
Summary:  Vehicle stopped for broken headlight.  Driver cited for suspended driver's license.  see case 15-3453. 
. Disposition: Citation Moving.

21:20 SUICIDAL OR MENTAL SUBJECT                             1510160110
Occurred at Cascade Mobile Home Park on Wards Ferry Rd. , Sonora.  took a handful of Valium and said she 
has written a suicide note. 
summary: 5150 detention; see case number 15-3454. . Disposition: Attempted suicide (Adult).

21:32 THREATS - ALL                                          1510160111
Occurred on State St, Columbia. Rp would like to report that his child's mother, , has made threats to shoot her 
other child's father, .
Summary:   informed me his five year old son was at  house for supervised visit on 10-14-14.   son just told him  
out of anger made a comment she was going to shoot her other son's father, .   does not believe  has access to 
a gun but wanted the incident documented. . Disposition: Log Note.

21:47 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160112
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/DRAPER Mine Rd, Sonora.Traffic Stop..
Summary:  Vehicle stopped for no license plate light.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 
11-95s).
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22:05 911 HANG UP                                            1510160113
Occurred on Gibbs Rd, Sonora. 911 hangup from a cell phone.  On call back spoke to  who said that she was at 
Sonora High and pocket dialed by accident.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

22:09 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160114
Officer initiated activity at Cavalieri Rd/Mono Wy, Sonora.Traffic Stop..
Summary:  Vehicle stopped for suspended registration.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 
11-95s).

22:33 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1510160115
Occurred on Caylor Dr, Soulsbyville. A male subject just was banging on her door screaming and then ran 
down the driveway and turned left onto Caylor.  Resp was wearing a blk shirt with short hair . 
Summary:  Checked area, UTL any subjects.  Patrol check. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

22:46 911 HANG UP                                            1510160116
Occurred on Longfellow Rd, Big Oak Flat. 911 hangup from a cell phone.//On call back received voice mail and 
left a message.
Cellular E911 Call:  
Lat:37.832215  Lon:-120.26941
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

23:06 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1510160117
Occurred on Chief Fuller Wy, Mi Wuk Village. Rp just arrived home after being gone for aprroximately 5 hrs and 
found his friend  tied to the back deck with rope. RP also located a bloody note addressed to his roommate. Rp 
states the female is his roommates ex-girlfriend.  Unknown why she is there.  Female is bleeding from the arm.  
Rp L/S the female wednesday at church. Rp has untied her and she is still at the res  crying hysterically. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.066093  Lon:-120.18738
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Medical Call.

23:08 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1510160118
Officer initiated activity at The Outpost, Soulsbyville Rd, Sonora.Traffic Stop..
Summary:  Vehicle stopped for expired registration, Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11
-95s).


